BEST IN CLASS
RADIOLOGY JOURNALS

Radiology

An authoritative peer-reviewed reference for the most current, clinically relevant and highest quality research in the field of medical imaging

- Published online monthly
- #2 of 204 in radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging publications
- Statements and Guidelines, visual abstracts, podcasts
- Radiology in Training provides resident and fellow participation in editorial board activities
- Images in Radiology captures the excitement and innovation of imaging and discovery

RadioGraphics

Devoted to publishing the best peer-reviewed educational material in the field for radiologists, trainees, physicists and other radiologic professionals

- Published online monthly
- October special monograph issue
- #19 of 204 in radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging publications
- Top source for earning continuing medical education credits
- Podcasts and videos with author interviews, article summaries, teaching points
- Video and animation tutorials of fundamental procedures, techniques, diagnostic approaches

Indexed in PubMed (MEDLINE), Scopus and Web of Science—Science Citation Index Expanded
Radiology: Artificial Intelligence

Highlights the emerging applications of AI, machine learning and data science in the field of imaging across multiple disciplines, keeping readers up to date with ever-evolving innovation in the field

- Published online bi-monthly
- #9 of 204 in radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging publications and #21 of 197 in computer science and artificial intelligence publications
- Peer-reviewed articles on impact of AI on diagnostics, patient care, radiology education
- Podcasts, videos, live Tweetchats, The Vasty Deep official blog
- Magician’s Corner: learn how to apply AI concepts from an expert

Indexed in PubMed (MEDLINE), Scopus and Web of Science—Emerging Sources Citation Index

Radiology: Cardiothoracic Imaging

The authoritative peer-reviewed source for cardiac, vascular and thoracic imaging science, innovation and education

- Published online bi-monthly
- #32 of 204 in radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging publications
- Case Reports & Studies on less common cardiothoracic occurrences
- Impactful Consensus Statements to guide practice and bedside manner
- Special collections covering trending issues

Indexed in PubMed (MEDLINE), Scopus and Web of Science—Emerging Sources Citation Index

Radiology: Imaging Cancer

The meeting place for cancer care, peer-reviewed research and radiology professionals advancing the field and patient care

- Published online bi-monthly
- #16 of 204 in radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging publications and #56 of 322 in oncology publications
- The latest clinical and translational cancer imaging studies
- A behind the scenes look into cancer treatment from the patient’s perspective
- Research highlights written by residents

Indexed in PubMed (MEDLINE), Scopus and Web of Science—Emerging Sources Citation Index
Legacy Collections

**Radiology Legacy Collection**
Archive of *Radiology* issues dating back to the journal’s debut

- 85+ years of articles dating back to 1923
- Historical images and vintage advertisements
- One-time purchase for continuous access

**RadioGraphics Legacy Collection**
Archive of *RadioGraphics* issues dating back to the journal’s debut

- 35+ years of articles dating back to 1981
- Access single-topic monograph issues and curated study guides
- One-time purchase for continuous access

For additional information:
Visit [RSNA.org/LibrarianGuide](http://RSNA.org/LibrarianGuide) or contact us at [license@rsna.org](mailto:license@rsna.org).